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Pro b ab il ity Prize  Wheel

Use the spinning wheel to answer the questions below.

1. If the wheel is spun, what is the
probability the arrow will land on
STUFFED ANIMAL?

_________________

2. What is the probability the arrow
will point to NO PRIZE?

_________________

3. What is the probability the arrow
will land on FREE SPIN?

_________________
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4. What is the probability the arrow will land on CANDY?

_________________

5. What is the probability the arrow will point to SMALL TOY?

_________________

6. If the wheel is spun, what is the probability the arrow will NOT land on STUFFED
ANIMAL?

_________________

7. What is the probability the arrow will NOT land on FREE SPIN?

_________________

8. What is the probability the arrow will NOT point to NO PRIZE?

_________________
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Use the spinning wheel to answer the questions below.

1. If the wheel is spun, what is the
probability the arrow will land on
STUFFED ANIMAL?

_________________

2. What is the probability the arrow
will point to NO PRIZE?

_________________

3. What is the probability the arrow
will land on FREE SPIN?

_________________

4. What is the probability the arrow will land on CANDY?

_________________

5. What is the probability the arrow will point to SMALL TOY?

_________________

6. If the wheel is spun, what is the probability the arrow will NOT land on STUFFED
ANIMAL?

_________________

7. What is the probability the arrow will NOT land on FREE SPIN?

_________________

8. What is the probability the arrow will NOT point to NO PRIZE?

_________________
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